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C-H.AFTER I
!NTRODUCTION
General Introduction
Project Head

~tart,

under the sponsorship of the Office of

I

Economic Opportun·ry, is the most extensive preschool experiment
of all time.

Dur·tng the summer of 1965 over a quarter million
I

fl.led in Head Start classes in an effort to

children were

'

wipe out some of
•

•

•

~e handicaps of social and economic deprivation
I

with which childr p from rural and urban slums enter kindergarten
or first grade.

be Head Start program is intended not only to
I

give children gre Fer facility in manipulating and comprehending
the spoken word b

~

and to provide im,

~rtant

also to give them psychological reassurance
physical and medical care.

Project Head ftart is a most exciting, productive, and
practical project.I Through this project, professional educators
and volunteers of

~his

country are attempting to reach young

I

children, who are ~ost in a gray world of poverty and neglect,
i

and help to lead

~em

into the human family.

Thousands of adults

'

give unselfishly of their patience, kindness, and time in order that
deprived children can become aware of themselves as "someone" with
ability to learn and to hope for the future.

Mrs. Lyndon B.

Johnson has stated, "There is no more important task in our community
l

than for such children to hear a voice say: 'Come, take my hand.'"
l"United States Office of Economic Opportunity," Project
~ Start--~ Invi tati on 12, Help, 1965, p.

1

7.

2

Purpose of the Study
Project Head Start is a recent educational innovation
which is attempting to broaden the horizons of deprived children
so that

the~r

can become useful citizens in a modern society.

At the present time, little is known concerning the use of
materials, the experiences, and the techniques used by educators,
who are working with deprived children.

The most effective

procedures should be surveyed and carefully selected for usage
in order to enhance the children's skills and background experiences
necessary for success in education.

This study, which is a survey

of Head Start programs throughout the United States, has been
made in the expectation that certain implicaticn.s coillJ.

":-;e

J.rawn

wl1i(;n might serve as useful gui;;;.elines icr future :-J:ead Start
proe;re..r.:~s

ar;.d. with specia::.. :.:eference to c!!e :;iead Start progra.11

sponsored by Community Unit 112, Mattoon, Illinois.
Plan for the Study
The establishment of Project Head Start was reviewed in
reference to the legislation er.acted. by the Ur.. i ted States Cor.t,;ress.
Eligitili t:i", aW-llinii:rtri;..tion, and financing were discusse<i co:;::ce:n:ins
the esta':Jlishment of a Head Start Project.

Next, the 1965 Head

Start Program in Mattoon, Illinois, was reviewe<..i., and then a
survey of the literature regarding the education of the deprived
children wa.s conducted.

Inf'cniation fror;" articles and reports

was ;:;athered from Het:.d. Start programs throughout the United States.
After a careful stuey of the materials used, experiences provided,
and techniques

er::plo~red,

implications were subni tted that could

serve as a useful guideline for future Head Start prograr,s in
i·lattoon, Illinois.

----~-----------------------------------------------

4
Culturally

~rived

and Educationally Deprived--"The term

'culturally deprived' refers to those aspects of middleclass culture--such as education, books, formal language-from which these groups have not benefited.

However,

because the terms are in current usage, 'culturally
deprived' is used interchangeably with 'educationally
deprived' to refer to the members of lower socio-economic

4
groups who have lirnited access to education."
Frank Riessman
Frank Riessman used the terms "culturally deprived,"
"educationally deprived," "deprived,"

11

tlnderpri vileged,"

"disadvantaged," "lower class," and "lower socio-economic group,"

5
interchangeably throughout his book

~

Culturally Deprived Child.

Project--"A project is an activity, or set of related activities,
proposed by local educational agency and designed to meet
certain of the special educational needs of educationally

6
deprived children in a designated area."
Program--"A program refers to the performance or execution of
the set of related activities by the local educational
7
agency.
4Frank Riessman, ~ Culturally Deprived Child, (New York:
Harper & Row, 1962) , p. 3.
5rbid., p. i.
6U:-S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, School
Programs f2!. Educationally Deprived Children, "Basic Facts for
School Administrators," 1965, p. h.
7rbid.

c

5
Mattoon

~

Start Teaching Staff consisted of .Miss Betty Lou

Cole (principal of Columbian School), Mrs. Phyllis Lape
(fourth grade teacher at Bennett School), Mrs. Claudia
Richardson (second grade teacher at Bennett School),
Mrs. Joan Doemelt (fifth grade teacher at Lincoln School),
liiss Dorc.thy i·~Cran {first G~s.de teac:1er at ,·/a;.>;lington

il a::;nington School) •

CH.APTER II

Project

~:cad

Sta:rt is

p::.·ovid.e~.

1.'cr· under

7:'~ t:i.<?.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

':t.1.e

:r~t::~rt

cf tl...G

:::.:1

I of the

The Act was

is a three-year p::og:.. ~ ... of Federal

grants to the states fer 6.llocaticn to :J •.::tool dist:r:.cts to
improve tl1e edllcation of sorae five ln.illiou ;;:hild.ren cf families
with incon~es below $2,000 and other children in families receivini;
1\i C.. to ;;er: en dent ChilC..ren.

Cr:.der thia title• ::;;1, 06 ·oilli0n is

autno:rizeci fer t.ne fiscal year
allo~ed

1966.

to the S-t.ate of Illinois

:l:"'CJr

:Jf t:1is ar.1ount ~l,3. 361

e

-~ra::s

the yea:;,· :..9t:6.

'l'he .iisa.d·ranta.ged chi.:..U.ren as referret. to throughout this

;pa.pe1· ""re L.cfined by the Office of Education as: "Children
whose educational achievement is below average or without special
aid are likely to fall below that normally expected of children
of their age and grade.

'I'he term also includes children who

9
are handicapped by physical, mental, or emotional inpairment."

~Philip H. Des Marais, "The Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965," Health, Education, and Welfare Indicators,
May 1965, U. S. Department of Heal th, Education, and Welfare
(Washington D.C.), pp. 1-6.
9Joseph V. Medeiros• £1?.• ill•

6

7

-

Eligibility
The basis for determining eligibility of a local educational agency (school district) is the number of children
aged five to seventeen, as shown on the 1960 census, who are
from families with incomes of less than $2,000 a year.

The act

provides that eligibility be determined on a district basis.

All

local educational agencies which have at least one hundred such
children may be considered eligible.

A smaller district may

qualify if at least 3% of the children aged five to seventeen are
from low-income families, provided there is a minimum of at least
10
ten children.
A project is a se.t of related activities proposed by a
local educational agency.

Its eligibility rests on its design

to meet certain of the special educational needs of educationally
deprived children in the designated area.

Recognizing that the

needs of educationally deprived children vary from district to
district, the law specifies only that projects suboitted be
designed to achieve the over-all purpose of the title and that
11
they be approved by the appropriate state educational agency.
Although the program is designed primarily for the
children of low-income families, children who are members of
large families with moderate incomes may participate, thus many
children in dire need of help with emotional, physical, and cultural problems can receive it.

No child can be excluded from

participating in a project under this title on the basis of
12
race, color, or national origin.
Ibid., p. 10.
llu. s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, School
Programs f2::. Educationally Deprived Children, "Basic Facts for
Schoof2Administrators," 1965, pp. 4-11 •
.ill:.!·' pp. 2-3.

8

-

Administration
The local educational agency is responsible for the
administration of the local program.

It, in turn, is duly

responsible for evaluation and reporting to the state agency.
The state asency reviews,

a~provcs,

or

di~approves

local plans

and co:;;ipiles reports to be sent to Uce Office of EC.ucation ir:
Washington, D. C.
The law requires that the lccta.l sponsoring agency d.evelop

p1·oj ects under Title I ir.1. cooperation with a Community Action
Agency which has been apprc•vec;. under ti:ie Economic Opportur;.i ty
Act it1 its loca.li ty.
est~blisi:1ed

Genuine working rej_ationships are

during the plannin;;; and development of a :project

13
and are maintained throughout the operation of the program.

Finance
Head Start :programs are financed by the Office of
Opportunity up to

90:~~

of their cost.

Econo~ic

The 10% local share of

costs may be provided either in cash or by providing
equipment, utilities, or personal services.

sp~ce,

Funds are funneled

to the school districts through the state educational agencies,
which must approve projects and programs of the districts using
guidelines established by legislation.
'l'he amount of money a district is to receive is based on a
formula.

Payments equal one-half the average state expenditure

per pupil multiplied by the number of deprived children.

Thus

the State of Illinois was allotted $43,361 under Title I in 1965.
14
This amount ranked sixth in a.mounts allotted in the United States.
t~Ib~d:, pp. 13-14. .
Philip H. Des Marais, .2E.•

.

Ell•,

pp. 6-8.

·-·----------------------------------------------

CHAPTER III

REVIh'W OF THE INITIAL HEAD START PROGRAM IN MATTOON
J)bjecti ves
The objectives of Project Head Start in Mattoon during the
summer of 1965 were not stated in a list because of the hurried
planning of the program.

However, there were a few objectives

which were emphasized by the five teachers who took part in the
progralll.
(1)

They are as follows:
To help the children·•s emotional and social development by encouraging self-confidence, self-expression,
and self•discipline.

(2)

To broaden the children's intellectual horizons
through providing a variety of first-hand experiences.

(3)

To provide experiences in language development and
communication skills.

(4)

To give the children frequent chances to succeed.

(5)

To provide the opportunity for the children to meet
and see teachers, policemen, and health officers in
situations which will foster respect and not fear.

(6)

To help the children to develop a positive attitude
toward themselves, their school, and their co:m.munity.

9

----·------
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Staff

1._..,

The staff of each of the five centers in Mattoon was
headed by a teacher with both professional training and
experience in the elementary school.

Teachers' human qualities

of warmth and concern were stressed as very important in workinG
with and. understanding the deprived child.

Each head teacher

was responsible for a group of fifteen children in

he~

classroo.:.:••
'.l.'he hea.u teg,chcr.3 attended a. onc-w.;:ek trainint;; s.:ssicn at
tht Uni v;;;rs::i. ty of :;.:..:.1inois for

wor~ir.e;

This traini:.(; v 1.;;.s "'1ost val':.1al>le in
ti1c

,'~istinctior~ beb·ee~1

t:~at

v.-i -ch the deprived child.
:i.:'.; helpeC. to clu,ri.::--.r

the C'.h.zi.:::acteristics of the deprived child

and the child most commonly labeled as "slow" er "st-..:.piJ.."

s. vcll.:..i'.;teer.

'.i.he tcC>.cher <:l.iU.e }.losses bi.;;'- ~.1~.n~:; of the saue qualities

as the head teacher, plus the

c~1csi;Ju

i'or

·c~~ese

willin~ness

to learn and. expaud

h~:c

positions.

The third. person in ea.ch classroc.:.1 i;ras a r.(;it;;ifoorhocd
volunteer.

.iiany not.1ers of ·tJ::e chilciren V.'erc encouraged. to

in t..:iic ;;:apaci ty.

~1elp

However, these mothers were found to be

not dependable and many lacked the capacity to perform the
general routine tasks required of them in the classroom.

--

Several of the head teachers resorted to using high school

11

age girls in the volunteer positions.
men~ers,

According to the staff

this proved to be of more help to the teachers and was

an enlightening experience for these teen-agers.
A staff of three concerned people resulted in more time
spent with individual children, which was a main factor in the
success of this program.
Physical Facilities
The buildings presently used for elementary schools in
Mattoon were used for centers.

Each of the five groups was in

a different building with the exception that two groups met at
Washington School.

The facilities in each building were at the

disposal of each teacher.
The physical arrangement within the classroom was left to
the discretion of each teacher and consequently varied according
to the significant differences wnong the teachers as well as
those of the children attending the five different classes.
The general arrangement of each classroom did provide for the
room's being divided into areas of interest with relation to
the curriculum.
lapping were

pl~

The different areas set up but somewhat overarea, music area, art and crafts area, rest

area, area for presentation of learning concepts, library and
reading area, and teacher work area.
Many supplies and much equipment were recommended by the

National Office of Education.

With the exception of a few care-

fully selected toys, centers in Mattoon received few new materials
because of the lack of funds.

12
The success achieved by the program was a result of the
efficiency with which the materials on hand were utilized.
Teachers in Mattoon found that few materials were necessary
for a good program because everything was new, exciting, and
somewhat frightening to the children.

Many experiences with

simple materials available provided the children with success
and pleasure.
Daily Program
The teachers in Mattoon worked out an agreeable schedule
after research and consideration in the areas of the preschool
child and the deprived child.

Naturally the program had to be

flexible for the most adequate use of the time available with
the children.
All of the planning and preparing of materials had to be
done before and after class.

The teacher aidea and volunteers

were usually very effective in assisting the hea,d teacher
:preparaticns.

ii.;,

The smoothness with whicL the daily schedule wa.LJ

executed facilitated the success of the progrw1 in

~:attoon.

rhe adopted daily schedule was as follows:

1

Morning Program

7: 1+5

- 3:30

8:20

8:45

8:45

- 9:00

9:00

- 9:15

9:15 - 9:30

Brea~~.fu.st

anc.t tra.vei. to centers

Free play (bathroom and brush teeth in shifts)
Planning with children
Gr01~p A
Group L
Grou.1:) c

art activity (volunteer)
- story•
record (
c...idE)
-- Jl.i·cctedpoe.m,
langua.t.e activity (teacher)
tcacl:~e:;:

Group A - story, poem, record (teacher aide)
Group B - directed language activity (teacher)
Group C - art activity (volunteer)

13

-

9:30 - 9:40

Iiusic

9:40 - 9:50

Health (bathroom and wash)

9:50 -10:00

Hilk and sandwich

10:00 -10:10

Rest

10:10 -10:25

Group A - directed language acti vi tJr (teacher)
Group B - art activity (volunteer)
Group C - story, poeu, record (teacher aide)

10:25 -10:30

Librari.r time

10:30 -10:45

Rhytluns

10:45 -11:00

numbers

11:00 -11:20

Physical activity

11:20 -11:30

Evaluation (show and tell)

Using the foregoing schedule as a guideline, each teacher
arranged her schedule according to the children in her group
and also to the methods with which she felt she and her helpers

could best secure the objectives of the :proeram.

The following

is one such adaptation of the preceding schedule.
Morning Program.

·r: 45
8:30

-

s: 30

Breakfast and travel to centers

8:50

Indoor freeplay (restroom and brush teeth in shi:'ts)

8:50 - 9:00

Plannin~

9:00 - 9:15

Teacher-laneuage directel activity

9:15 - 9:30

Small group work (language and number readiness)

9:30 - 9:50

Music

9:50 - 9:55

Heal th (restroom and wash)

9:55 -10:05

Milk and sandwich

10:05 -10:20

c

Rest

and sharing with children

14
10:20 -10:30

Li.brary corner (stories and poems)

10:30 -10:40

Rhythms

10:40 -11:00

Art activity

11:00 -11:20

Physical activity

11:20 -11:30

Evaluation (show and tell)
c·..irri cul1.m•

The bo.sis of the curriculum was language development.
Depriv~d
l~now

children seetl to do poorly in

lo.ngu~e.

They do net

the names of objects and are unable tc speWs. distinctly

or in co;.1plete sentences.

T?1erefore, everJ activity stressed

the use of language.
Host of

t~ .• e

curriculum in Mattoon was organized around

uni ts or areas of concentration.

Those nos1:. commonly used. we::e

be.sed on t!1e home, school, and community envirouments.

7o these

children the environment away from home was new, exciting, and
sometil.1es frightening.

Ha.ny child:ren had never reen outside their

heme envi romuen ts •
Units most wiJely used among the teachers consisted of
community he:pers, animals, foods, transportation, and nursery
rhymes.

Through the study of community helpers, the children

had the opportunity to meet nurses, doctors, policemen, firemen,
and dentists as "helpers" and not people to fear.

It

also

provided the opportunity to teach better health practices
such as brushing teeth, washing hands and face, and exercising
safety regulations.

c

Studying animals acQuainted the children

15
with pets, farm animals, and circus anir.ials, which many had
never seen or heard of at hor:1e.
great excitement and results.

The study of foods produced
This gave the children the chance

to lear:. the names and. to taste t:ic fcc<ls which r.1.cst people
enjoy in tl1eir daily diets.

~;eneficial

1;as an

]:.anar~as,

and

in that it helped the children to learn the difference

in ti.le uses of
J\.lso ·,.r::e:::·e

Crant;es, c;ra.pes,

t~.. 2~·

ca:::-~,

traveled, •,;hetl1er on land, water, or in the air,

i;;.pci-ta.nt outcome cf this unit.

:n:[..;J.e.::> ·.:e:;:.;;

~nd ~rains.

trucks, bi;:.se:s, ail·:i;;:..coes, -:,,ce.:t;;;,

Stories a.nl<. nuri.le.l:',/

in·..:.J:·:;oi·uted throughout the entire :proera"ll.

!!ost of the children learned to prL1t t.h:::ir
:·ecogni;:;e 'their cw:. when in

appearance of letters
d.ifference.

';Ta.S

T11e so"tA.r. . ds,

5.

rn:..i.~1es

gro'llJ? cf oti.:er names.

8..'.lC.

to

'.L'l-.e visua:;.

discussed acco:;:ding to liJ:;;eness er
:.i.ar~es 1

ar1U :. . crrri.s of letters -:·:ere

discussed or~ly as the neeC:. was felt l~" th.: head teacher anG. the
teacher aide.
l~umbers

were emphasized in the form of one-to-one

correspondence.

This was used throughout the daily program

of distributing materials and preparing for the lunch which
consisted of a sandwich and a carton of milk,
Muscle co-ordination was improved through physical activity
on the playground and through rhythms and handwork.

For many

children this was their first experience with balls, ropes 9
scissors, pencils, and crayons.

16
Field trips played an important part in the success of
the program in Mattoon.

Field trips to "Pinocchio" at the

"Little 'l'heater" in Sullivan, Illinois, the firehouse, the
circus grounds, the Mattoon Public Library, the Methodist
Church, the Link Medical Clinic, the elevator in the Montgomery
Ward Building, the Coles County Fair, the Coles County Airport,
the IGA Food Store, a farm, and to Effingham by train proved
to be invaluable experiences for the children.
'I'he stories, records, nursery rhymes, songs, rhythm
activities, handwork, fillns, filmstrips, field trips, and
conversation were carefully chosen so as to co-ordinate and
re-enforce the unit of work currently under study.

In each

of the foregoing, the verbal language involvement of the
children was emphasized.
Other Agencies
Many community agencies donated. their services in order
to help make the program a success.
The children received :physical, hearing, visual. dental,
and foot examinations from professionals.

There were follow-

ups for acute physical deficiencies although this was limited
because of the lack of funds.
The children received a. hot break.fa.st daily.

This meal

was prepared by the mothers of the children under the supervision
of trained personnel.

After the serving of breakfast, lessons

for the mothers on nutrition and household management were
conducted before they returned to their homes.

17
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A psychologist was also available for conferences
concerning the deprived child and the involvement of the
parents in the program.
Parent involvement and concern for the success of their
children was one area which saw limited success in the program.
The success, which was noticeable, came mostly through the home
visits which were made by the head teachers and the case workers
associated with the Coles County Department of Public Aid.
Data Gathering
Various forms were used to collect operational data on
the Head Start program.

Sample centers were chosen across the

nation to administer forms for gathering information.

Two of

the centers in Mattocn were chosen as sample centers.
!he instruments used throughout the

~rcgrwr.

for gatnering

informaticn were
Medical-Dental Family Information
Health Record
Psychological Screening Procedure
Parent Participation Record
Staff Meniber Infcrmation Sheet

Paid. and Voluntary Worker's Evaluatiori cf Program

These instruments administered twice during the program were
Preschool Inventory
Operation Head Sta.rt Behavior Inventor:Peabody Pic1;ure Vocu.b...J.a::.··y Test
Operation Head Start Workers' Attitude Scale

·------------------------------------------------13

--

'I'!J.e data :1e1·etofore were transmitted to the collection
agency in Jeffersonville 9 Indiana, which in turn transmitted
the data to the Office of Research and Evaluation Project
Head Start under the Office of Econonic Opportunity in
Washington, D. C., in August of 1965.

Duplicate records were

not kept; therefore, no analysis of the data gathered in the
Mattoon project could be r:i.ade.

The assumption was formed that

the analysis of this data transmitted would be made and the
inference in summary relayed to the center in Mattoon.

The

report at this writing has not been received.
Results
These conclusions seemed justified as outcomes. resulting
from the Head Start Project in Mattoon as attested to by Mattoon
Head Start personnel and supported by other persons connected
with Head Start Programs throughout the United States as revealed
by their writings.

1.

Children gained approximately eight to ten
points in intelligence as shown by data gathered
from the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.
"Standard tests showed significant gains in educational
achievement and r:ienta.l ability of' the Heed Start children
all across the country. 11 15

2.

Children received. medical examinations through
Head Sta.rt Programs.

This was their first medical
16
examination for rr.any of the chiluren.

-

15"Head Start Report," Scholastic Teacher, Vol. 18 9 No. 7,
March 18, 1966, p. 2.
16Professor Edmund W. Gordon, "Which Way Head Start?" Scholastic
Teacher, Vol. 12, No. 14, May 13, 1966, p. 2.

19
3.
._.,.

Children who previously had no toys, books, or art
materials in their homes were exposed to varieties

17
of such material.

4.

Children learned to take better care of themselves.
They learaed to we.sh

th;~ir

hands and faces.

':'hey

also learned to ccmb their hair and dress themselves.

5.

Children were encouraged to converse more
Icolate~

free~·.

words became sentence fragements, and

19
gradually a sentence pattern emerged.

6.

Children who attended a preschool class ;.,-e:i:·e more
"at :nome" when entering first grade thcn those
who .:.id not attend.

"Teachers reported that children

-are better able to participate ir. a wider range of activities;
-show lcng~r attention spans;
-demonstrate more interest in books and. stories;
-he.ve more facility i.a art medie, and musical activities;
-talk more. 11 20 ·

1 '7pid.

18 1specifics from Head Start," The Instructor, April 1966,
Vol. I~· No. 8, p. 23.
~
Dr. Mill.Y Cowles, "Are Preschool Programs Making a Difference
in the Elementary School Curriculum.?" Scholastic Teacher, Vol. 13,
No. 21, October 21, 1966, pp. 20-21.

CHAPTER IV
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE HEGARDING THE DEPRIVED CHILD
Characteristics of the Deprived
The deprived child is defined by the Congress of the United
States as "the child from a family with income below $2,000 or
from a family receiving Aid to Dependent Children."

For educational

purposes, people who work with the deprived child seem to think
in terms of cultural and emotional deprivation brought about in
many cases by financial deprivation.

The term "disadvantaged"

is also sometimes used by many educators in reference to the
deprived child as "the child whose family is unable to provide
him with the care, the sustenance, and the experiences which
21

equip him to function successfully in school and in life."

Any teaching effort to help the deprived pupil should take
into consideration his strengths as well as his weaknesses.

The

following list is considered worthy of careful thought and study
when working with the disadvantaged pupil.
1.0 Cultural Inheritance
1.1

The disadvantaged pupil lives with
physical aggression
disease
fear
worry

fear
fear
fear
fear

21Muriel Crosby, .2.E.• cit.

<:
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of'
of
of
of

separation
eviction
homelessness
hunger

"

_____ ____
"

"""-""

_____

"

___________________________________________
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1.2

He is not protected fro~ the crisis of life.
He sits with the ill and the dying.
He listens to talk of unerr.ployment and marital troubles.

1.3

He belongs to a family showing
cooperativeness and mutual aid
avoidance of competition
freedom from self-blame
freedom from parental over-protection
children's enjoyment of each other's company
lessened sibling rivalry
no real sense of security
enjoyment of games and cars
ability to express anger
physical style of reacting

1.4

He and his parents are "anti-intellectual" and think talking
is of little use.

1.5

He does not really know how the middle class lives.
~

Personal Attributes

2.1

The deprived pupil is more like us than not.

2.2

He grows up faster; he lives in a society where he will
beconie a man by age 13 or 14.

2.3

The boy is more male (coarser 9 more aggressive physically,
more open sexually) than the average middle class boy. The
girl is bolder, and more outspoken sexually.
3.0 Attitudes Toward Education

~Teachers

3.1

The deprived pupil and his pa.rents have a much more positive
attitude toward education than is generally believed.

3.2

However, they dislike school because it treats them as
second-class citizens.

3.3

They fear being overpowered by teachers in situations
where they do not accept the teacher's point of view.

3.4 The deprived pupil has a sixth sense about how people feel
about him. He reports knowing as soon as he walks into the
room that the teacher does not like him.

3.5 Parents and pupils will be more responsive to and more
involved in schools which have demonstrated concern for
them.

22

4.o

Educational Deficits

4.1 The disadvantaged pupil is not set to respond to oral or
written stimuli.
4.2

He has poor auditory attention.

4.3 He has poor time perspective.
4.4

He has limited experience with formal language.
people wrongly think he is non-verbal.

'As a result,

4.5

He is relatively slow in performing intellectual tasks not
because he is dull but because he
refuses to generalize easily
cannot understand a concept unless he does something physically,
as with his hands.

4.6

He does not know
how to get a job
how to prepare for an interview
how to fill out a fc1rm
ho~·r to take tests
how to answer questieins
how to listen

.2.!.Q. Educational Strengths
5.1

':'he deprived pupil is very persistent about something when
he develops an interest in it.

5.2 Ee can be q,uite articulate in conversation with people of
his own kind.

5.3 He is often surprisingly articwate in role-playing situations.
5.lf

He has EIDDEH verbal ability.

6.o

Learning Modes

6.1 He is a physical learner.
6.2

lle responds r.1ost readily to vis.ual and kinesthetic signals.

6. 3 He can be taught simply by following the teacher's exanple;
that is, he needs adult models.

6.4

He does not think the way a teacher does.

6.5 If teachers act toward deprived children as if they were
dull, these children will behave as if they were dull.
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6.6 The deprived child learns language through speech.
'-

Sentence pattern drills sf-,ouJ.d supplant rr.uch cf the drill
on grammar.

6.7 He neeC:.s more practice in language readiness programs;
language laboratories will help.

6.8 He has trouble with word games.

6.9 He cannot learn language through rules or through drill
on other people's sentences.

6.10 The teacher must observe the following learning principles:
All learning is stimulated or hindered by the teacher's
feeling toward the pupil.
All learning is influenced by how close the curriculum comes
to one's personal life and concerns.

6.11 The deprived pupil learns in a one-track way; that is, he
persists in one line of thought.

6.12 He needs re-enforcement.

The teacher must pick up what he
says, appeal to him, and pitch exai.nples to him.

6.13 He lives for today.

Reward must be immediate.

6.14 He needs more varied experiences than his circumscribed
life affords. He needs field trips, including visits to
factories, terminals, new neighborhoods, museu1ns, concerts,
and theaters.

6.15 He needs additional practice in work of the pre-first-grade
level.

6.16 He needs individual attention.
6.17 Writing assignments should be unstructured, associative.
The subjects cannot be middle-class oriented.

6.18 In assigning writing activities the teacher should
make a much closer analysis of the relationship of writing
to speech
make :r:1uch more use of reading as a device for improvement
of writing

6.19 'I'he deprived pupil sees reading as a school activity only.
The teacher must make him realize that reading is normal,
an agreeable part of both school and home life.

6.20 His reading should be related to his experience in a general sense.
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6.21 He should have literature and reading showing that people
can fail, have problems, often have their dignity shattered,
are frightened, have ene:r.1ies.
6.22 The learning principle on proceeding from experience to
speaking to reading is critically i1:rportant for him.•
6.23 Their reality is their environment. Their books rr.ust come
close to that environment, within reason, or we are telling
them they are not worthy to be in the world as we see it.

6. 2l+ It is probably better to spend time imparting skills,
+..,ecnnig_ues,
' .
a.nil tno~dec:ge rather ·~han t..;;a.cr~ ti.iCL..le-clc:.ss
va.:i..i.:.es ~iiey cannot practice.

0.25

~J:l:ic <l.01;1'iv·t:J ;:::~-. . i...1...C_ curi b-,:; eC:~~ated to c~1ar.:.ge iri_ certai11
1:incls of cul turai. lJeha.~lior, a~: cl::ithi:i.-:i.c, fo\,JU. l·.i.:.:·t~i. ·c,.s,
.;:-101.;.sc fur11isi.1.in._;,~, L. . e.r.. rlcrs, (: cc:,:;.pb,tio!..3.l n~-;:r;irations.
1

6.26 The ultimate goal of education for the deprived child is
ir...tf;l'E::~~t

He rray

·;:,:v·

be talked to infreq_uently.

:~cr.:e.

.i.Il~"

·::iv

;·:,

'i

,,, ._-_

~·

·1

'-" ..... '-'lo ..... ....., ..... _

.~

·- .-

........ ; . .

CODV'2l'sa:tio:. is FJ.l;Ol.At

'.::'her2 is l:'.. cc.le stL.1:.i.:::.::i.Lion cf t!1e five senses.

C;k

'i.'he
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l:s.plan i;cints cut

tile.:;~

exhibit two characteristics:

·::,Le culturall:r disadvantaged children
"They are from the lower socio-

economic e;roups in the· comr1uni ty and they are notably deficient in
cultural and academic strengths.
seems to be to

c

1

The way of helping these children

enrich the cultural environment, 1 presumably to make

22Joseph V. Medeiros, .2.E.• ~·
23rrving Ir. Berlin, "Special Learning Problems of Deprived
Children," National Education Association Journal, Vol. 55, No. 33,
March 1966, pp. 23-24.

2.)c
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it more like t,he middle-class environment."

'l'o do so• Kaplan

believes, the teachers should be specifically trained and prepared
to teach these children.

These must be teachers who know the

needs, drives, attitudes, habits, motivations, mores, problems,
frustrations, values, and the individuals of these children,
25
their parents, and their community.
The term

11

culturally deprived child" is beginning to be

supplanted by "socially disadvantaged child" because eve!";one
has a culture but his problems are a result of chronic
impoverishment in a society which a.fford.s scant econoi.ric
26
opportwdt~r for millions of its people.
Approaches and Ideas in Edacating the Disadvantaged
Language development apyears -co be the basis for many curricalurns of Head 3tart prosrams.

Although listening and speakinc

skills are onl;')' a part of the needs characteristic o::

lc.nz;i;,c.~~e-

handicapped children, they are a vital )art.

;~:a:..: te:r.:rn:;

conn.n..:.nie,;u.tion skills,

culturall~"

Without

disad.vanta;;eci youngsters can

never unlock the doors that lead to useful, productive citizenship;
they never become first-class citizens.
The above is not to s[;.y that culturally disadvantaged
children cannot cornr:J.unicate with each other.

Some of' them have

developed "scat" language to a rather high level of fluenc~r.
Nevertheless, this "scat'' talk does not belon,s to the world. of
books or of business--worlds which are foreign to these, children.

24John A. Dewar, "'l'eachers for the Disadvantaged," Illinois
Lliucation Journal, Vol. 54, no. 4, December 1965, :pp. 173-174.
25Ibid.
26Infornmtion Hetrieval Center on the Disadvantaged, The
Education of Socially Disadvantac.;ecl Children~ Youth, (Y~iva
1 ) , 1G65
r·
·•
• ·t y, 1:1ew
··~
Yor.,
k .':.\ew Y
l!rnversi
.. or:c..
~
, :p. °
'-"•
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'l'hus teachers need to approach the instruction of lant;Uaf;e
for these children as if they were teaching a foreign lancuage.
If children are to I'1a.ster the basic language skills of
listening and speakinG, they nust have a wider range of
experiences.

Such experiences should include listenine to

stories told or read by the teacher, taking field trips, usint;
and listenin6 to tape recordings, listening to records, and

seeing films and fiilnstrips.

In all these activities, the main

objective is to provide pupils with opportunities for languace
experiences.

They must have plenty of time to react to and
27
talk about the things they have seen and heard.
Children should have a word in their speaking a.r.d listening
vocabula.;r:r before it is presented to them to read.

:::.:xperience

cl::.a.cts ond tape recorC.iags are being used to develop the oral
stories of the de:t:irived children in some schools.

Zach

draws a picture aJ.ld tells the story to the teacher.
the story arid the child reads his own story.
~epresents

ar~

~hild

She prints

This procedure

individualizeJ experience chart approach to

28
reading readiness.
'l'c acconplish the goal of self-realization and listenir.g,

one effective device is the liste;:dng center.
of tape recorders with headphones.

':'his consist:;;

Listening acti vi tit;S foster the

d.;velopment of aensitivity to sounds, becoming

a·.~are

of new words,

interpreting words an.:. tones of voice, discriminating between
-27\./arren G. Cutts, "Reading Unreadiness in the Underprivileged,"
National Education Association Journal, Vol. 52, No. 4, April 1963,
p. 31.
28J. Murry Lee, "What Research Says About the Economically
Deprived Child With Implications for Eler.i.enta:ry School Programs,"
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, November 1965,
pp. 5-6.
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sounds of words and word parts, and reacting to ideas
orally.

~resented

A final language art activity, which is aided by the use

of the tape recorder, is speaking.

Through this activity children

learn to talk with adults and other children, give descriptions,
express ideas and feelings through dramatic play, and acquire
desirable oral language habits of usage, enunciation, pronunciation,

29
and voice quality.
Special reading classes of small size have been set up in
some schools with particular emphasis on phonics, structural
analysis, developmental reading, word meaning, and comprehension.
Also,_ in this project, teachers of reading have worked cooperatively
with teachers in other areas to develop a core vocabulary list
basic to each department.

Each department in turn is responsible
30
for the students' mastery of the vocabulary in that field.
Areas of content for

an

experimental pre-school program for

deprived children were basic language training, reading readiness,
and basic concepts in arithmetic.

The school was run on a highly

task-oriented, no-nonsense manner.

Full participation of all

children in the learning tasks is treated as a requirement, rather
than as a developmental goal toward which the children are allowed
to progress at their own rate.
attention, and mastery.
in surprising results.

Emphasis was placed upon effort,

'l'his type of learning situation ended
The r.1orale and self-confidence of the

children appeared to be very high.

The children made great

gains in all areas cf concentration •
... orr. C. Cha1kus, Recordin2:S and Project :ilcac: S l:iart,
ScJ.lOls.stic '.l:ec.che1 » Vo:. lT, ;:~o. h, s~to·oer '.\ 1:65, ,i;i. E.
30warren G. Cutts, Special Language Problems .sf. ~
J. 2. Jc;?r~rt1;~cr.1.t cf '.:r:·a~tl:, r~a_ucatiorl,
irc.lfc,re, ·vol. 37, :.,~·o. 2, o~tct~r lSG~, 1;;:r;:. E0-23.
Culturt:.ll~{ Zier~ri"\'""CG.,

.,

C..TICJ.

the children to rr,ake fuller use of whatever la..l'lguace si:dll.s t:ie;..r

·w-af:i exteu::l.ed

~h:::·cugh

t:ie teaching of p:ceposi ti.ens, conjunctio:1s,

categories, .r.w.•bers, anc, colors.

Although the r.-et'i:106. of

presento;,tion difi\:.re.,;:_ from the tradi:;ional, the results were
31
auazingly positive.
Phonographs and records were placed in one hundred. fifty
homes in the Project in Mississippi.

The records not only

offered enjoyment but also provided entire families with their
first experience in learning together.

Sing-along records

helped the children to rela..'C and helped to "loosen-up" those who
in the past had always been told "Keep quiet" or "Don't speak unless
32
spoken to."
Music is an important educational activity in any pre-school
program.

Many children will enter the class with a very poor

image of themselves.

Musical devices are an excellent way to

give children the individual attention needed to develop a
better image or self-concept.
Songs about the child's name or clothing is an ideal way
to draw him into a group situation and at the srune time make
him conscious of himself as a person.

The child may also learn

to identify colors, various names of articles of clothing,
various names of parts of the body, plus the singular and plural
31Bereiter, Osborn, Englemann, and Reidif'ord, Institute
"An Academically-Oriented
Preschool for Culturally Deprived Children," University of
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 1965, pp. 1-31.
32~farel Hareyda, "A Head Start with Records--in Mississippi,"
Scholastic Teacher, Vol. 18, No. 9t April 1, 1966t pp. 10-11.

fil Research £.!!.Exceptional Children,

c
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of words.

Also the highness and lowness, and the loudness and

softness of sounds can be heard through music.
Songs which will help develop basic language skills should
have very simple word phrases and endless
substitutions.

possibiliti~s

for word

"Question" songs will also be a help to children

with poor language development.

Songs are not a completely

effective device unless every child is actively singing.

When

selecting songs for children, one should remember that songs
should have simple repeated word phrases, repeated melody sections,
and should not be in a dialect or feature an incorrect usage of
33
language.
Before any teaching or learning can talce place, certain
basic needs of the children must be met.

These basic needs must

be overcome before educational deprivation can be attacked.
"You can.'t learn on an empty stomach" is r.1ore than a clever
quip.

Children who are never certain about their next meal, and

who are not healthy, \S.E;:fene!. themselves wic.n "I dcn''t ca.re" o:.·
"I c::i.n' t."

In addition t·.::i the psychological harm which they do,

the purely physical inadequacies drain ther:-1 of every ounce of
energy and are a factor in poor attention and attendance.

'l'he

free lunch and limited medical services of Head Star"..; proe;ra.ns are
well knowr:, but a great deal more should te done to inc:rease their
34
effectiveness.
Hunt atter.1pts to

<S.es~:dbe

pre-school enrichr:1ent as

~n

th-:: psychclog:.cal b<:.o.sis for using

illltidote for cultural deprivation.

33Robert B. Smith, Music in the Child Develoument Center,
University of Illinois, 19G5,
1-9.
34James E. Mauch, "If the present rate continues, one out
of ever,:r three students now in fifth grade will drop out before
finishinz hit;h school," Illinois I:Xiucation Association DL:;cussion
Topic, Vol. 28, lfo. 4, Decenber 1965.

pp.
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He summarizes evidence showing: "(l) that the belief in fixed
intelligence is no longer tenable, (2) that development is far
from completely predetermined ••••••••••• (4) that experience is
35
the progra..'1l.!ller of the human brain-computer •••••• "
Thus he
attempts to prescribe from existing knowledge, a program of
circumstantial encounters for the purpose of enriching the
experiences of culturally deprived pre-school children.
Kirk proposes through his study of individual differences
that it is now necessary for the school to enter two new areas:
"(a~

The development of pre-nursery schools and provisions for

disadvantaged children at the ages of one and two in order to
minimize the interindividual differences, and (b) the extension
of programs of diagnostic and remedial tutoring to all children

36
with learning disabilities."
The professional staffing for a program for the disadvantaged
is un<J.er new concern and revision in many cases or programs.
Teacher attitude is extremely important in helping disadvantat;ed
children.

The teacher needs to realize that vocabulary and

langue.ge concepts develop slowly.

He or she must learn to accept

each child as he is and to respect him as an individual.

He or she

must take nothing for granted and carefully check all his assumptions
concerning the child and the child's experiences.

For exa.r.iple,

many culturally deprived children have extremely limited horizons;
many have never traveled more than two blocks from home before

37
entering school.

35J. McVicker Hunt,

c

11 The Psychological Basis for Using
as an Antidote for Cultural Deprivation,"
Unive§G~ty of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, December 1962, p. 30.
0a.muel A. Kirk, "'rhe Challen,;i;e of In di vi dual Differences , "

Pre-School

I~nrichment

Uni v:.;;rsity c;f Illinois, Jrtana, IL.ir.ois, :L.ecet~oe:c 1SG4, pp. 1-..:'3.
'"1 .
ft
ft
.J1112.. 1~ren C-. Cutts,
L~eadiGt,; 1
,SE.• -.":it.
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attitudes.

Teachers, despite their desire to be helpful to

::,el;,.; ir. C:.evE.lc::ring a certain way of

thinkin~

children and the problems they encounter with
':'here ic

i;..

t~1e

about these
t~1er:.

great nee6. tc teach the;ae chi.l.u.r<:n .:wcializeJ

by observine., i1is fe.rents;

1~he:::-13as,

about t:.e

onl~f >~ay

th'= u;:1d.er-

)ri vileged child can learn good. rr;.anners is by cbsn·vinc his

teachers.
Educators must have very clearly in their minds the
educational goals for these children.

"Should the goal be that

these children learn the it1portant things in life; not to steal,
not to hit people over the head, to be able to stand some small
frustrations and still go on with the task?

Or should the goal

be that they learn, like Lee Harvey OswaJd, to read and write,

38
no matter what?"
New concepts and ways of thinking must be put into context
familiar to the children's experiences.

Teachers must make an

extra effort to enter into the disadvantaged children's world.

39
Through this, the children's world will be broadened to include ours.

c

38Bruno Bettelhelm, "Teaching the Disadvantaged," National
Education Association Journal, Vol. 54, No. 6, September 1965,
pp. 8-12.
39Michael Cole, "What It Takes to Teach the Disadvantaged Child,"
Grade Teacher, Vol. 83, No. 7, Harch 1966, pp. 83-90.
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Preparation of teachers for teaching the disadvantaged is
a continuous process.

Some aspects can be supplied in advance

of a teaching experience.

The pre-service program of teacher

education should seek to develop a sense of genuine respect
and empathy for the children.
Teacher education should include experience in a disadvantaged
co:tlll11unity outside the college classroom.

This could be an

excellent wa;y to learn to relate to disadvantaged adults and
children.

Students could also learn that, although sharing a

common sub-culture, the disadvantaged are unique individuals
worthy of recognition and guidance.
Teachers must learn not to expect pupils to react in some
preconceived "proper" way.

Many disadvantaged children react by

doing rather than saying, and some have not learned to control
their impulses.
Pre-service education should also include preparation in
the history of minority groups in the United States.

The need

for research on the problems of the culturally disadvantaged

40
should also be stressed.
Several of the foregoing ideas should be offered through
in-service training for teachers as well as in the pre-service
education of future teachers.
The ideal teacher-pupil ratio of one to five in Project
Head Start proved most helpful in meeting individual needs of
the children.

c

Parent and volunteer services helped to make

40r:clucational Pol:i.des Commission, "The Education of
Teachers of the Disadvantaged," National Education Associe.ticn
Journal, Vol. 54, ho. 6, Eepteml:,e:c l9b5, :p:p. 12-13.
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thi~

ratio possible.
A ur..iqou.e feat-.ire of some of the Head Start

Pi·ograr,~s

was

parent participa.tion--work.ing as teacher aides, hel:pir.:.g with
planning, and serving in many non-professional j obG de1:ending
upon their skills and aptitudes.

Many of these parents had

never been concerned with the regular school program.

A Joliet,

Illinois, parent who had helped in the Project commented, "I
have learned somethine; from it rnyself--how to get along with

.
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other people's children and rcy own better."
The selection of materials for the pre-school experience
r.:.erits great study and careful selection.

Materials for the

kindergarten should help answer children 1 s questions, aro1.ise
their curiosities, and stimulate their desires "to find out."
~:aterials

should be easily manipulated by the children and

43
related to their immediate environment.
Project Head Start's child developr..ent centers were planned
chiefl;r for rural and urban economically disadvantaged children
who lacked verbal skills, possibly had never left their city
block or country rdle, needed major or minor medical or dental
care, and had never been accustoi:-,ecl to an environment of books
or toys.

The selection of the proper materials is very important

in order to facilitate the proper growth and the background
which these children need.

41Loretta Hunt, "Getting a Head Start," Scholastic 'l'eacher,
No. 2, September 24, 1965, pp. 10-11.
42Francine Richard, "Giving Them a Head Start," Illinois
Education Association, Vol. 54, No. 2, October 1965, pp. 63-64.
43nr. Lucile Perryman, "Language Development in the Kindergarten,"
Scholastic Teacher, Vol. 17, No. 15, January 21, 1906, p. 15.
Vol.

c

11,
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':'he followir...e; list is reported to contain the most
·.raluatL.: an cl e:::'f0cti v2 educatior.al materials in ter:11s of
facilitating 5rowth in children.

This list. wa:::; compiled by

forty-five teache:r-s and directors cf Head Start Prugrams
at t.ending an orientation session at Rutgers Uni versi t~'.
pictures (particularly of the children a.'1d sti:1.l-life scenes)
records (lively ones to move to)
films (ones that depict action)
filmstrips (unusual scenes a.nd bright colors)
r:1ytbn. band i11struments (excellent for promo'.:;ing i:;roup
activity)
large blocLs (used to create imaginary objects and for
r.mscula.r coordination)
paper (creatiV'e activities to extend the imagination and
redesign the real world)
books, (sspecially picture books and lively stories for
teachers to read to children)
clothes (dress-up and imaginary play)
water (for exploration in terms of touch and play)
housekeeping equipment (dramatic play)
sand, dough, clay (learning to create)
paint, tempera, and finger (painting for expression)
hand puppets (very good for language development exercises)
cardboard boxes (to make stores, trains)
telephones, real and play (excellent for expression and
+anguage development)
playhouses (imaginary play and group interaction)
outdoor play equipment (developing muscular coordination)

c
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puzzles (cognitive development)
colored beads (creating new patterns, dramatics)
tinker toys (designing and language development)
woodworking material (building and muscular development)
tape recorders (language development and dtscovering
self through hearing self) 4
The over-all attitude is changing toward pre-school programs
for the disadvantaged youth of' America.

More and more educators

are recognizing the importance of working with culturally
disadvantaged children during the early formative years.

Some

schools are now shifting emphasis fron the junior high and senior
high schools to kindergarten and first grade.

'l'his shift is long

overdue and should be extended downward until it reaches into

45
the pre-school years.

l;l;Dr. Milly Cowles,"Selecting Materials for the Preschool
nursery," Scholastic Teacher, Vol. 17, No. 10, November 19, 1965,
p. 134
5warren G. Cutts, "Special Language," .212.:.. cit~
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·CJIAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE HEAD START PROGRAMS

'··

Lansuage Skills
The curriculum of a pre-school program features a stress on
language skills and the development of a positive self-image.
These are deemed crucial in orienting children toward learning

46
and were often found to be deficient in disadvantaged children.
Since language development is regarded as a prime prerequisite for reading comprehension, the pre-school program should
be designed to build language development to prepare the children
for formal reading activities.

The less-verbal disadvantaged

children, who are particularly weak in using the language of
.
47
the school, have been less able to achieve in reading.
Therefore,
language skills should be the most important skills to be
stressed in a seven week Hee.U. Sta:::-t progre..m.
i1.lt:iv.rngh children ma.y have the desire to co:m.:w.unicnte with
other individuals, they are not always capable of doing sc because
of their limited vocabularies.

To communicate with these children,

the teacher must sti·i ve to reach the cllildren' s level of communicaticn.

Then the teacher rr.ust help the chilC.ren to gradually

increase their vocabularies.

c

':..'his can be accomplished through

46shirley Feldmann, 11 A Pre-School Enrichment Program for Disadvanta~ed. Youth," Preschool Education T(day, edited by Fred 11.
Hechinger, Doubleday and Company, Inc. , Garden City, New York) ,
1966, pp. 97-100.
47Dr. Hilly Cowles, "Are Preschool," ~cit.
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stories, pictures, experience charts, field trips, and extempora-

48
neous conversations.

Repetition of "new" words will help to

49
instill them in the children's speaking vocabularies.
A clear, distinct speaking voice is an excellent example
for those children who pronounce words incorrectly.

Repeatine;

a sound or a word correctly may bring new joy and a sense of
accomplishment for children who formerly pronounced the word
incorrectly.

Consequently, words develop into phrases, and

phrases develop into sentences which help the children to
50
establish better communication skills.
Songs can be utilized for language developnent.

Songs are

introduced that stress children's names and labels for familiar
objects.

Repetition of songs re-enforce both word pronunciation
51
and the correct use of language.
Many

of the problems of poor verbal conununication are created

by insufficient listening habits.

Much of what children learn in

a preschool program must be transmitted by verbal communication.
Hot only must children be able to listen for meaning, but they
must be able to listen in order to understand and follow
directions. Without highly developed listening skills, children
are greatly handicapped when they are involved in a learning
situation.

----·---

48Ibid.
49Marfin Deutsch, The Disadvant ,ed Child and the Learning
Process, In Passow, A. H. (ed. Education in Depressed J.reas
(New York, 'reacher::; 1 Colleee Cohuiibia Udversity, 1963), pp. 163-l[)O.
50Ibid.
51Shirley Feldman:c., ,£12.:.. cit.
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Development cf a Positive Self•Image
The disadvantaged children often have a poor estimate of
their personal worth.

They do not feel well treated at home and

do not feel secure in their family relationships.
It is an important task of the Head Start program to help
the 1.!hildren to '.levelop

a

positive self-image.

This

c~

be

t',ttampted in several wa;;rs.
TTni·::s could ae develope:i to l1elp ::!hild:::·en
selves be7-ter.
a

unde:.~sta.r~d

thei.;.-

The ·washington School in ::::lecatur, :!:llinois, has

most helpful and interesting se!'ies of units.
Ieindergarter.
Major Theme:
Unit I
Unit II
Unit !II

11 ·tlhere .Ara I?"
"I I.earn to Know lily School"

"I Learn to Feel. at Hone i!"l School"
"I Grow up i:i Scheel"

Grade '
Maj or The..'!le:
Unit I
Unit II
Unit III
Disadvantaged children

"~'ho

Am I?"
"I Am an Unique Individual"

"I Can Do Hany Things"
51
"I Ax.ri a Contrilmting Member of a Group"
~ieed

to have ex:i;eriences in which

they see tl1emselves as successful individuals.

Teachers need

to be especially akrt to praise them for what they can do
successfully.

This may take some searching on the part of the
53
teachers, but it should pay dividends.
Still another approach is to have these children look at
themselves in a full-length mirror.

Through this activity, children

learn to consider the parts of their bodies as parts of a whole,
54
active person, with the abilities to talk, shout, walk, run, and jump.

c

52"New Curricular Ideas for Helping Children Discover and Fulfill
Their Potentialities," Decatur Public School, Decatur, Illinois,
mimeo~raphed, 1965, 165 pages.
53J. MurrtJ Lee, 2J2.:.. cit.
.

54Francine Richard, op. cit., p. 67.

J

J.:.. s";; c;c:;,.e co r·::-:,J.i'._;c.; tl1:.t ~.:c is s.

worthy indi vic~ua.l in scciet;y

and just net another r.1outh to feed--i:f:' :,o

:.2

tc. occo;:c <i

5)

be chosen carefully so as to facilitate the accomplishment of
the goals.

Uni ts of work based on the immediate COFL"!luni ty of

Battoon ai·e a good source of informat:i.on re la.ti ve to the children 1 s
envirorunent.
'l'he following Uni ts of 'ilork are adeq_uate for a seven week
Hea,d Start program:
and Animals.

Cornmuni ty Helpers, Foods,

Wa~rs

of Travel,

'I'he stories, music, art, dra.matic play, pictures,

and field trips should all be selected and planned so as to
correlate and re-enforce the present Unit being studied.
If the proper "ground worl:" and "follow-up" are executed,
field trips can be one of the most worthwhile experiences of the

56
::;irograrn.

Otherwise they are a waste of time, energy, and money.

55Loretta Hunt, "Getting a 'Head Start,-lii"' Scholastic Teacher,
Vol. l~, No. 2, September 24, 1965, p. 11
5 Francine Hichard, ~ .si.!.:_, pp. 62-67.

,{~
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Field trips to the fire station, police station 9 IGA Food

-

Store, Coles County Airport, Coles County Fair, train trip to
J:;ffingham, and possibly to a children's show would be adequate
for the units planned for a seven week program.
The purpose of units of work with the disadvantaged children
is not so much the mastery of knowledge of the subject as it is
to broaden the experiences of the children, to stimulate and
. help develop their curiosity and to provide them with a basis
57
for verbal communication.
Constant Evaluation
Head Starts' problems are obviously enormous.

Perhaps the

first summer's work did little more than outline the challenge.
But project workers are not backing off.
is feasible to make

"The summer proved it

massive and significant intervention in
58
the development of very young children."
a

Dr. Edraund W. Gordon, a New York psychologist in charge of
the Head Start evaluation for the Office of Economic Opportunity,
feels the gains achieved during the summer are in danger of being
cancelled unless they are followed up by further enrichment
programs-. including individual instruction and exposure to art
and music.

"Feeding

a

starving child at the age of five won't

save him from malnutrition if he is on a starvation diet again
59
at six or seven."
If Head Start Programs are to be effective, not only are

----..57Ibid.
....---------~------·------·-·-·- ·-----·----5811what 'Sonny' Learned," Newsweek, Vol. LXVII, No. 8,
FebruarY 21 9 1966, p. 87.
59~.
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follow-up programs ne.:.:E::ss::u-y t but alsc a cor:,t:.i.nuous evaluation
• -b el.r.Lfu
•
c~one
:. s

and "how" it is oeinc done' i;o, esse11tiul.

resou:cces 11ore effccti vely.
81.lJ:J.mary

The following material, which is s contribution cf I:innie Per!'in
:Ser3on to the literature C'f Head Start, provides a sun:.r::ary of

t~1e

implicaticns yielded by this study, with which the author is in
wholehearted agreement.
Early childhood specialists often state that a pre-kindersarten
prograrr, based on child development philosophy is good for all chilcircn
m1der six.

They contend that the best

wa~r

to compensate for gaps

in experiences and deficits in social, perceptual, anci. cognitive skills,
is through individualized pre-kindergarten programs rather than

60
contrived educational blueprints for "those children."
It cannot be denied that faIY1ilies living in poverty are
alienated from other families in the nation through their econo:r;lic,
educational, and social deprivation.

'rhere are, hm:-ever, differences

fro:::. family to fatdly a,nd child to child.

One family !':lay need

intensive help in every facet of life to survive, iihile another

61
f<..ndly requires only a few special services to "get over the hump."
Head Start children, like their parents, show a wide ran2_;e
of individual differences.

A progran that is appropriate for

each child provides the following essential conditions of sound early
childhood education.

601"iinnie Perrin Berson, .· "Prekindergarten Programs," Illinois
Education, Vol. 54, No. 5, January 1966, p. 220.
61rbid.
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1.

Classes must be small and informal. The smaller
the group the-;ore visIble is e<lch chHd. Fifteen
chiJ_tlren to a riea.d Sta::..~t group was not c• number
tal-:en out of the air; it has long been reco;:nmended
by early childhood specialists, and is maintai_ned
in som.e of t'1.e f!.nest ce;1ters.

2.

Activities rarely involve~ total grou;p. Child.l en
under six play e.nd work in small clusters. Adult3
~ust be available to these s~all groups as well as
to individual chil~ren for one-tc~one contacts.

3.

~program~~

4.

~ program ~ ;permit ~ child ~ ~ active.

-

0

highly individualized. The
small child learns the most whe~ he has access to
human resources for help with the how's, why's, and
what's. While the advantaged ch!.ld who has
had much encouragement to ask questions needs an
adult to help him explore 1 the disadvantaged child
who has often lacked such encouragement needs an
adult to reassure him that his questions are valued
and respected.

The small child learns best through direct experience
with his body, limbs, and senses. He needs a
program that will invite him to learn in this direct
way.

5.

!!JE!i provide !!!_outdoor!!_~~~
indoor classroom. Outdoor activity in the prekindergarten program is not "recess." The playground, with all that its environs provide, gives
the small child an extended classroom with bugs,
birds, trees, and plants; a sky to observe; dirt
for digging, and an opportunity to learn about
people, vehicles, and the various social occupations
and services. It also affords wonderful vigorous
activity and dramatic roustabout play. For the disadvantaged child 1 a safe outdoor facility and such

~program

opportunities rarely exist outside school.

6.

Nutrition~~~~.!!. part.£!.~

program.
The young child fatigues easily and needs to be
given the necessary supplementary food and appropriate
rest periods to facilitate healthy physical growth
and emotional well-being. Teachers in Head Start
programs remarked again and again that the children
were more alert, cheerful, and energetic as a
result of food and rest periods.

43

7.

Daily routines ~ activities must be Predictable,
flexible, ~balanced. Most Chlldren work and
plan alone as well as in small groups. Total
kindergarten routines usually are planned in the
following order: arrival time; breakfast, first
activity period; midmorning snack; a brief rest;
second activity period; getting ready for lunch;
lunch; nap and afternoon activities for those who
lack suitable conditions at home.

8.

Curriculum content, materials, equipment, ~
activities must be child-sized. The child under
six is not "8:'"Candidate for instruction in formal
"subjects." He needs an environment rich in sturdy
equipment and unstructured materials geared to his
emotional, social, physical, and intellectual
development. He needs opportunities to interact
spontaneously with the children and adults in his
group. He needs to be-encouraged to develop
abilities to observe, experiment, imagine, and
conceptualize through the child's natural route
or "play." A curriculum of quality for young
children is designed to involve the child in
enjoyable and meaningful experiences and processes
of language; literature; music and movement;
dramatics; the arts; mathematics; and the social,
and physical and biological sciences. The joy of
success at this stage paves the way for future
achievement.62

A great innovation has appeared to affect profoundly the
nature and extent of early childhood education.

What the

influence project "Heat Start" will hold at this point for
the future of American education can only be conjectural.
there is niuch promise of great good.
that this movenent has established

It is

2.

.FL\;i;::en cl1ild.1·e;,1 to a gro;,;.p produce Ci
resuts.

::,,.

ri1i1:cee a,(}.t;.lts

ar~azing

\ICi.. l':..-~Q f1·11it~u:!..ly tOcietl:~e::"'

22J-2:=1 •.

apparent

sor:~e ..;evol.-o.ltionE..r~" iJrece~ents:

;;;lass:;.·oo,; wit::t a group of children.

c

ver~y

however,

:; ..i:1

ed.ucation<;..::.

~ S~Il~~C
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-

4.

Nutrition--often including breakfast, snack, and
lunch at school--strengthened the education program.

5.

The public school was a natural center for bringing
to families medical, dental, social, and psychological
services.

6. Parents were an indispensable part of the education
picture and the education process.

7. A community action program linked with education
was a powerful way to fight poverty.63
There is no question that mistakes were made in Head Start,
and that some programs were not as good as they might have been.
However, even the critics have praise for the over-all plan as
a good one that should extend through the entire school year and
that should eventually become part of the elementary school
structure.

ill!!·'

c

p. 222.
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